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A momentous 

Anniversary... 

in this issue: 
 

The Haunting of MacGrath • Canadiana 
and not much else because I just had a baby and my brain has melted 
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Murphy's Lawyer 
Mark Shainblum's little piece of mind  

 

 
A comicopi-centennial! 

 

 

 

I was only four years old when Canada celebrated its centennial in 1967. By all accounts, the 

country had quite a party, but my memories of it are fuzzy and mostly limited to that maddening 

“Ca-naa-daaa, one little two little three Canadians” jingle that was being pumped out 24 hours a 

day. 

 

Let’s just say that I’m honoured to be old enough to be part of this centennial, a hallmark to the 

creativity and persistence of Mike Aragona, Jeff Boman and the rest of you who’ve been keeping 

this worthy endeavour going for seventeen years! As I said in my first Orion issue published in 

Comicopia, “In a world where the bottom line increasingly seems to dictate everything, people 

dedicating themselves to the expressing of pure creativity is little short of  heroic, and I’d like to 

be a part of it. Moreover, even in these blog day afternoons, you’re still making the effort to 

produce Comicopia on paper. I love the web, but online content sometimes seems to lack – not 

just the permanence of print, but even the basic reality of print.”  

 

I raise a metaphorical glass to all of us, and wish us all another hundred issues! See you all here 

in 2024! 

 

 

 

Best! 

 

Mark Shainblum
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Orion: The Canadian Magazine of Time and Space is published by Matrix Comics for inclusion in Comicopia and 
for limited external distribution. ISSN 0710-2410. All contents copyright © 2007 Mark Shainblum. Angloman 
copyright © 2007 by Mark Shainblum and Gabriel Morrissette, Canadiana: The New Spirit of Canada, copyright © 
2007 Sandy Caruuthers, Jeff Alward and Mark Shainblum. Guest artwork © 2007 by Brenda Hickey and A.J. 
Kraust.  The Haunting of MacGrath copyright © 2007 Mark Shainblun, artwork © 2007 by Jeff Alward. Used with 
permission. My wife and I made a person. That’s just weird. Printed in Canada. 
 

 

Matrix Comics ▪  Tel.: (514) 369-9090 ▪ mark@matrixcomics.com ▪ www.northguard.com/mbs. 

 
My latest webcomics obsession, the brilliant and hilarious Girl Genius by Phil and Kaja Foglio. 
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Written by Mark Shainblum 

Illustrated by Sandy Carruthers, Jeff Alward  

and special guest artist A.J. Kraust 

 

Canadiana created by Sandy Carruthers 

 

Only one page of Canadiana this time out, but what a page it is! I “met” webcomics artist A.J. 

Kraust on ComicSpace.com, the new online MySpace-type social networking site for comic book 

people. She produces World Break, her own spectacular fantasy webcomic, which you can find 

online at http://worldbreak.ashen-ray.com 
 

I fell in love with her style, and when our previous guest artist Brenda Hickey wrapped up her 

commitment to Canadiana, I asked A.J. if she’d be willing to step in for a single episode. Much to 

our surprise and delight, she did. I think you’ll enjoy the results. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Canadiana fan art by our dedicated fan, Jen “Kittie Orion” (yes, I 

said Kittie Orion). More of her work is online at 
http://ninpukittie.deviantart.com/ 
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mediawatch 
reviews and overviews of this and that  

Webcomics 

 

The alan moore of breakfast cereal 
 

BREAKFAST OF THE GODS: The last good morning 
www.webcomicsnation.com/poyorick/botg/ 
By Brendan Douglas Jones 

 

Brendan Douglas Jones is the Alan Moore of breakfast cereal! That's a strong (and 

infinitely weird) statement, but Breakfast of the Gods is a strong (and infinitely weird) 

webcomic.  

Like the best art, reading this comic strip makes you uncomfortable, not least because it 

makes you aware just how deeply corporate icons like Tony the Tiger, Sugar Bear and 

Count Chocula 

have buried 

themselves in 

our collective 

psyche. No 

one in North 

America who 

grew up on 

Saturday 

morning 

cartoons will 

need any 

explanation or 

backstory to 

follow this 

comic (though 

presumably, 

someone from 

France or 

Botswana 
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would find it utterly incomprehensible). 

Jones' recasting the icons of Thiamine, Ribflavin and super-sweet sugar coatings as 

heroes in a Tolkienesque drama (with hints of the Crisis on Infinite Earths) is just 

brilliant. Or, dare I say it... it's GRRREEEAT!  
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Sometimes, whodunit is the wrong question. 

 
 

 

More pages from new weekly webcomic by Mark Shainblum and Jeff Alward 

 

Online at www.webcomics.ca/haunting 
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